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P A G E  2  F O U R T H  E D I T I O N  

The Institute of Management Consultants and Train-
ers of Jordan is proud to announce the successful 
completion of the International Council of Manage-
ment Consulting Institutes Annual Conference that 
took place in Ma’In, Jordan under the Patronage of 
His Excellency Imad Fakhoury, Minister of Public 
Sector Development and Minister of State for Mega 
Projects. The conference was held from September 
22nd-25th, 2010, and was hosted and organized by 
the IMC-Jordan with a total turnout of 118 delegates 
and partners from 42 different countries around the 
world. 

IMC-Jordan would like to thank His Excellency, the Minister of Public Sector Development and 
Minister of State for Mega Projects, Imad Fakhoury for gracing us with his presence. Special 
thanks also goes to the Trustees, Executive Directors and Office Bearers of Member Institutes, 
to all the participants who attended, to the board of IMC-Jordan, and last but definitely not 
least, the thanks goes to Philadelphia Consulting, our sponsor, for their support of IMC-Jordan 
and continued dedication to the profession.  

Pre-conference activities were conducted including one in which the ICMCI Quality Assurance 
Committee (QAC) members and assessors took the opportunity to assess several IMCs, includ-
ing Jordan, Kyrgyzstan, and Denmark. 

The conference commenced with a welcome dinner 
at the Evason Ma’in resort as most of the participants 
had already arrived to Jordan and therefore at-
tended. The opening ceremony began with opening 
remarks from IMC-Jordan’s Trustee, Salwa Bamieh, 
in which she welcomed all the participants to Jordan 
and the conference, and expressed IMC-Jordan’s 
continued role in promoting and spreading the CMC 
designation in Jordan and the region. 

Aneeta Madhok, the ICMCI Chairman, gave a wel-
coming message describing the conference in Jordan 

as an event that will go down in history as an occasion where many records were set. Aneeta 
also introduced the conference agenda and the sessions that were to take place.  

His Excellency Imad Fakhoury, in his opening speech expressed the government’s efforts in 
supporting the improvement and development of public services and especially the consulting 
sector which he described as a sector that promises to be responsible for enhancing the local 
economy by offering excellent exporting services. 

The morning sessions continued with IMC-Jordan’s Treasurer, Tamara Abdel Jaber, presenting 
a brief on the history of Jordan and the inception of IMC-Jordan, mentioning some facts about 
the institute as well as its aims, challenges and accomplishments. Drumm McNaughton, Chair 
and Trustee of the Institute of Management Consultants USA, presented the North American 
large firm initiative.                                                                                        

 Continued...  
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F O U R T H  E D I T I O N  

Those were followed by a presentation from the event spon-
sor, Philadelphia Consulting, a leading consulting firm in Jor-
dan servicing the whole MENA region, introducing their com-
pany, its services and its outreach in the region.    

During the afternoon sessions, the ICMCI annual report 
along with different committee reports were delivered by 
ICMCI ExCom members showing new member additions and 
events that occurred throughout the year as well as an-
nouncing Taiwan to be the host of the 2011 Congress.  

The second day of the 
conference began with an Arab World panel session that dis-
cussed the consulting institutes in the Arab World, provided 
facts, key issues, and challenges that resulted in the forma-
tion of a set of recommendations that will shape the work 
plan for the coming years.  

The day continued with six parallel sessions of smaller work-
ing groups each discussing one of the six major strategic 
themes in the Breakthrough Strategy Recommendations.  

Other topics discussed 
throughout the day included a presentation titled 
“Sustainability of Small Institutes- a New Zealand Perspec-
tive”, by Gordon Shaw, the Chair and Director of the Institute 
of Management Consultants-New Zealand, an update from 
EBRD by Gabriel Al-Salem, the Regional Director for Central 
Asia, a briefing on the ILO educational initiative by Anton 
Florijian Barisic, Chair and Trustee of the Association of Man-
agement Consultants-Croatia, and a briefing on UN-NGO out-
look by Aneeta Madhok. 

Angelo Kehayas, the Chair and Director of the Institute of Management Consultants of South Af-
rica, gave a presentation titled, “A Conversion Program to Convert CMCs to Executive Coaches”. 
Ilse Ennfellner gave a CEN Service Standard status update as well as a presentation discussing 
the plan for piloting the Constantinus International Consulting Award.  

The final day of the conference began with a business meet-
ing check-in and proxy registration for a session of trustee 
voting, where presentations were carried out to inform the 
Trustees about progress and issues in 2009 and 2010, and 
the Chair went through the ExCom agenda for 2010-2011. In 
a parallel session, Peter Sorensen, Trustee and Past Chair-
man ICMCI, conducted a meeting for potential members dis-
cussing ICMCI membership policies and standards. The day 
and conference concluded with introductory presentations of 

the meetings that will take place in 2011, and a thank you note from the Chairman. 

 Continued...  
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The social part of the conference included trips to an 
authentic restaurant and souk, the Gala Dinner which 
took place at a restaurant with a panoramic view of the 
Dead Sea, ended up being a night filled with dancing, 
by almost all participants, to Jordanian music per-
formed by a live singer.  

After the meetings on the final day of the conference 
participants had the option to visit Amman, the capital 
of Jordan, or the Dead Sea along with the fact that 
many participants took advantage of the hotel’s thera-
peutic facilities and hot springs to help them relax and 
de-stress throughout the days of the conference. 

During the conference, the partners were also kept busy with organized visits to sites we believe 
left a memorable mark on each of them. They visited places like the Baptism Site, Mount Nebo, 
Petra, the Dead Sea, and Amman. 

The arranged extended tour was considered “a success” by all participants as it exposed them to 
the history of Jordan, its culture, nature and authenticity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ICMCI Annual Meeting 2010 was an overall success that not only allowed the opportunity for 
consultants from all over the world to meet in one place to discuss ways to move into the future 
but allowed the opportunity to move into the future as one big international consulting family.  
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This event will go down in the history of ICMCI as the occasion when many records 
were set. Perhaps the time has come for the ICMCI to reach this next level of so-
phistication and professionalism and move closer towards realizing the visions of 
our predecessors and founders as enshrined in our vision, mission and by-laws. 
Some of the records set are quantitative, over 100 members and 40+ countries 
represented and an unprecedented number of accompanying partners. Many firsts 
include the first time we are present in the middle-east region, the first time we 

have had to block an entire hotel, the first time we have reached a level of branding of the 
event, a first time we have made breakthroughs in technology with online registrations and 
payments. Qualitatively, we are reaching a level of professionalism in the conduct of the meet-
ing as is apparent from the wonderful work done by IMC Jordan in making all the arrangements, 
the outstanding efforts are going to set a tall order for the next biennial congress at Taiwan. 

Aneeta Madhok, CMC - ICMCI Chairperson 

 

You promised;- 

1. a memorable location 
2. an extensive PR programme locally 
3. involvement with key stakeholders in Jordan 
4. full support of your Institute, its board, its members and its executive office 
5. A post meeting tour to remember 

You delivered, and so much more besides. 

My most sincere personal thanks to you (and to everybody who helped you). 

Brian Ing, ICMCI ExCom and Immediate Past Chairman – UK 

 

We want to thank you cordially for your great arrangement and your perfect assis-
tance in all matters for the fantastic conference and visit to Jordan! 

Since my visit to Jordan in 2007 I have looked forward with great anticipation to 
the possibility of having a regular ICMCI conference staged in Jordan because of 
the country itself and the extremely friendly and competent people whom I had the 

great pleasure to meet and get to know. And I really wanted all my colleagues and partners in-
cluding Hanne to obtain firsthand knowledge through a visit. The conference hotel was truly ex-
cellent and in the most beautiful setting. For the conference it was efficient and everybody 
friendly and service minded. As for the tours the distances to do in busses were occasionally felt 
to be a little longer than desirable – but this is a logical effect of the exceptional position of the 
hotel. 

The tour to Petra, Wadi Rum and Aqaba was most interesting indeed and well arranged. The 
sights and the time spent there were really exciting. Without you it would not have been possi-
ble to conduct such a fine performance. And your constant care and engagement made every-
thing really splendid. So please receive our very best thanks! 

Your friends 

Hanne and Peter 

Peter Sorensen CMC, Past Chairman of ICMCI.                                            Continued...  
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I am writing to thank you for the best organised ICMCI event we have had so far. I 
should know, as I have been attending them almost every year since 1991, in fact on 
29 September in Toronto was my first. Of particular merit was the quality of the IMCJ 
and CMC branding which is a real credit to all concerned. 

The pre-prep for the Jordan event was flawless and I would like to congratulate you 
and your team for a job well done.  

The best part was the welcoming face of my driver who met me at the airport after my long flight 
from Australia. This was closely followed by the Gala Dinner held at a great location with some won-
derful local dancing. 

Please pass on my thanks to the president and board of IMC Jordan for this impressive event and in 
particular in the raising of awareness of the Middle Eastern management consultancy developments 
within ICMCI.   

Richard Elliott CMC FIMC—ICMCI Chairman 2001 – 2003 

 

I wanted to thank you for the excellent conference and post-conference trip that you 
organised for us. The conference was very successful and the trip most enjoyable. 
Many thanks to you and your colleagues for all your hard work. 

Calvert Markham - ICMCI ExCom 

 

 

Now when we are back home again and see the experience from a distance we want to 
thank you very much for an outstanding and superb experience in Jordan. 

You, your country, the conference, the post tours and all the people we had a possibil-
ity to meet were so beautiful, that me and my wife will never forget this event. At this 
conference we felt that we really became one of the ICMCI family members thanks to 
the atmosphere you created among all of us. 

All the best to you and your institute in future. 

Kim Karme – ICMCI Trustee - Finland 

 

Thank you very much for all of your assistance in allowing our group to arrive early and 
conduct a highly productive three days in this outstanding venue.  The Evason staff ca-
tered superbly to all of our needs and allowed us to concentrate fully on our work.  The 
results of the three days – 7 new CMCs, all trained as CMC assessors, and a new alli-
ance with IMC USA in developing the consulting profession in Central Asia – would not 
have been possible without your support and hard work. 

Gabriel Al-Salem, CMC 

Regional Director for Central Asia- EBRD Business Advisory Services Programme 

 

 

Continued...  
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Aleksandras and myself would like to express our thankfulness to you and all who 
where related in organising the event. We enjoyed our stay in your beautiful country 
and really had a very useful insight of the organisation and made a great networking! 

Sincerely, 

 

Lina Grigonytė 

Aleksandras Abisala 

Lithuanian Association of Business Consultants 

 

It was a pleasure to be associated with you and your “team” in Jordan – you indeed 
made the visit memorable and to watch you in action – WOW! Thanks 

Nick Shepherd - Member PSC at ICMCI 

 

 

A wonderful trip, meeting great people, and the opportunity to help us all improve. 
Thanks for all your efforts managing a huge event. 

Clint Burdett CMC® - Institute of Management Consultants USA 

Trustee, International Council of Management Consulting Institutes  
 

 

I have just arrived home and want to thank you for all the work that you did to make 
the conference such a success.  You truly went the extra mile to take care of every 
detail.  It was a pleasure to experience your country and your culture which is so dis-
tinct from Canada. 

Valerie Sluth, MBA, CMC 

Past President, Institute of Certified Management Consultants of Saskatchewan 

Trustee, International Council of Management Consulting Institutes 

 

Wendy and I would like to extend a big thank you for all of your amazing organising 
and looking after us while we visited Jordan. The conference was the best one I have 
attended and we enjoyed our extending 3 day tour. 

Kind Regards Gordon & Wendy. 

Gordon Shaw CMC 

President of the Institute of Management Consultants NZ 

NZ Trustee to the International Council of Management Consulting Institutes 

 

Continued...  
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I would like to say to you a cordially thanks for your kind and extraordinary help 
and support. If I may say you have been spiritus movens of entire conference and 
all the events within it. I will remember all the nice moments, perfect organisation, 
lovely people both participants and staff. 

Anton Florijan Barisic, M.Sc., CMC*, MSCE 

European Excellence Assessor 

 
We greatly appreciate all you have done to make this one of the best trips I have 
ever taken!!!  Thank you!!!  

THANK YOU for all your help this week and before the conference.  This conference 
NEVER would have been as successful without you. 

Drumm McNaughton, Ph.D., CMC® - Chairman and CEO 

Institute of Management Consultants USA 

 

Thank you very much for all the work you and your team put into the conference. 
Every detail was flawlessly looked after, the logistics and materials were both pro-
fessional and first-class and you dealt with any glitches (even those brought on by 
ourselves!) quickly and fantastically. The hotel and the staff were the best I have 
experienced anywhere and it was a real treat to be introduced to your country. 
Thank you for your professionalism, hospitality and first-rate event. 

Gerry Humphries, FCMC - Canadian Trustee to ICMCI 

 

Thank you very much for your wonderful work. The conference and post-conference 
activity were organized greatly. The photos are professional and very informative. 

I hope this conference started a new quality of ICMCI activity. 

Mikhail Ivanov 

Vice-president of National Institute of Certified Management Consultants (Russia) 

ICMCI 2010 Annual Conference Testimonials 

A Thank You Note to  

IMC-Jordan would like to extend their thanks and gratitude to Philadelphia Consulting for their 
support in being the main sponsor of the ICMCI 2010 Annual Conference that took place in Sep-
tember. 

Their presence at the event and their participation enriched the representation of the consulting 
sector in Jordan, to this IMC-Jordan is greatly appreciative. 
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EU/JEDCO‐JSMP Grant 

 

 

 

 

 

IMC-Jordan is proud to announce its awarding of an EU/JEDCO-JSMP grant for a project titled, 
“Expand the outreach and visibility of IMC-Jordan, its members, and their services locally and 
regionally”.  

 

In order to meet the Institute’s mission to achieve excellence in management consulting and 
training and the objective of providing our members with what they need, and according to the 
results from our previous exercise in realising a member’s need assessment, which was the title 
of our quick response contract also funded by EU/JEDCO-JSMP, we were able to conclude that 
what our members need is “more business” related to a “stronger positioning as a sector”. 

IMC-Jordan aspires to achieve this by: 

1. Developing a Classification System of our clients as this would assist us in establishing the 
strengths of our sector’s subject matter knowledge and experience to target our marketing 
efforts effectively to enhance its exportability to the region, as well as support our advocacy 
efforts locally. 

2. Publicizing a “Best Practices” and a “Benefits of Management Consulting” document which will 
assist us in promoting and establishing the criterion of how a management consultant and/or 
trainer should operate, and therefore provide the recipients of the services with key measure-
ment indicators. This action will increase the level of maturity among businesses towards the 
sector and its services, and will result in an increase in demand for such services. 

Having established the strengths and documented the capabilities, IMC-Jordan as the repre-
sentative body of the sector will also: 

3. Organize Trade Missions to establish direct communication, visibility and exposure and pave 
the ground to the exportability of the services. Mission will include members and non mem-
bers of the Institute; and will be organized in cooperation with the public sector in Jordan and 
the public sectors in both Sudan and Libya. Arranging such missions as an association will 
benefit our members in giving them formal representation and stronger positioning. 

4. Maintaining the Visibility of the actions through press releases and advertisement in local pa-
pers, as well as the workshops will support our efforts in promoting our sector and its capa-
bilities, and will enhance our position as the representative body of the sector. 
 

Having said so, we will keep you updated on each phase of the project and thank you for your 
continued support.  



 Hospitality 2015 

Report sheds light on what lies ahead for Middle East tourism 

 
• China and India tourism industries will grow to be greater than that of the UK, France or Ja-

pan – representing a major potential source market for the Middle East 
• Continued expansion of Middle East carriers will be key enabler to stimulating outbound and 

inbound tourism from and to these emerging markets 
• The Middle East hospitality industry is leading the way in responding to the new world order 

for experience based tourism 

Dubai, December 6, 2010---The Middle East is poised to benefit from the emerging “new 
world order” in global travel and hospitality, according to a new report by Deloitte entitled, Hos-
pitality 2015 : Game Changers or Spectators.  

A combination of 150 million “new travellers” from the emerging countries of China and India 
and the continued expansion of Middle East carriers present the Middle East with a unique op-
portunity to be a “Game Changer” in the global travel and tourism industry. Add to these ingre-
dients the rich cultural and religious heritage of the Middle East, a young population and sub-
stantial investment in tourism infrastructure in the GCC led by Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Qatar 
and the stage is set for the region to emerge as preferred destination for travel & tourism glob-
ally 

The key to the Middle East achieving a “Game Changer” status will be its response to the seven 
drivers determining success through 2015 and beyond. Hospitality 2015 predicts these to be: 

Emerging markets 
China and India will continue to be the key hospitality markets, and according to the report, by 
2015 these countries will have absolute year-on-year tourism growth greater than the United 
Kingdom, France or Japan. The growth of these outbound markets, coupled with the route net-
works of ME carriers, will present the Middle East tourism industry with exceptional opportunities 
for growth 

Alex Kyriakidis, Global Managing Partner of Tourism Hospitality & Leisure at Deloitte, said: “In 
the emerging markets, the rise of the middle classes will drive significant new demand for both 
leisure and business hospitality. The greatest future potential in these markets will lie in devel-
oping mid-market and economy-branded products aimed at the domestic traveller and in promoting 
the Middle East as a cultural destination.” 

Demographics 
In 2015 and beyond there will be two key demographic drivers of change in the industry, which 
will create new patterns of travel and demand in the West, and important new source markets in 
the East: the ageing baby boomer population, and the emerging middle classes of China and 
India.  
 
Kyriakidis added: “Hospitality operators who understand the drives and needs of these growing 
demographics will reap the rewards and become the future leaders in the industry.”  
 

Continued...  
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By 2015, US boomers are forecasted to account for 60 percent of the nation’s wealth and 40 
percent of spending 
 
Robert O’Hanlon, Partner in Charge of Tourism Hospitality and Leisure at Deloitte in the Mid-
dle East said: “US baby boomers will drive growth in hospitality in the leisure sector. The key 
to attracting boomers is appealing to their ‘forever young’ attitude and desire for experiential 
travel. The substantial investment being made in tourism infrastructure in the Middle East in 
experience based tourism will be key to capturing this high end market”  

The middle classes of China and India will also create ripples of change far into the future as 
their travel patterns evolve from domestic to regional to international. India alone is fore-
casted to have 50 million outbound tourists by 2020. 

Brand 
The growth of social media in the last five years has been staggering, and will continue to 
grow. This new form of communication and feedback is good news for consumers, and offers 
both threats and opportunities for operators.  

Kyriakidis reiterated: “The transparency of social media will highlight any inconsistencies in 
the delivery of the brand, and will provide a quick and enriching communication channel be-
tween brand and consumer. The most successful brands will be those that embrace and learn 
to harness social media rather than underestimate or fight against its influence.” 

Talent 
An average hotelier spends 33 percent of revenues on labor costs, but employee turnover in 
the industry is as high as 31 percent.  High employee turnover continues to plague the indus-
try and operators need robust strategic plans to retain their critical employees and manage 
turnover.  

Technology 
According to the report, to be successful in 2015, hospitality companies must invest in tech-
nology. The battle to drive bookings through proprietary websites will continue, but all major 
operators will also develop applications and websites for mobile devices to meet consumer 
demands. 

Sustainability  
Sustainability will become a defining issue for the industry in 2015 and beyond.  Rising popu-
lations and increasingly scarce resources will provide a challenging business environment in 
which sustainability will need to be embedded within all facets of the hospitality industry. 

Crisis Management 
According to the report, the key to the hospitality industry’s survival of unpredictable shocks 
and minimizing their impact is to establish appropriate responses, protocols and risk manage-
ment programs. Operators also need to capitalize on new opportunities that may present 
themselves in challenging times. 

 Hospitality 2015 

Report sheds light on what lies ahead for Middle East tourism 
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                       : Middle East moving ahead with growth plans,  

optimism remains high 

Results of Deloitte 3rd quarter global CFO survey show higher optimism among ME 
CFOs than in the West 

December 20, 2010— According to the latest Deloitte global CFO survey, Middle East chief fi-
nancial officers (CFOs) are very optimistic compared to CFOs in the West. Although the general 
level of optimism dipped slightly, from 55% to 52% compared to the first quarter survey, this is 
still quite high compared to the general level of optimism among CFOs of Western countries such 
as the UK and North America. 

“This feeling of optimism is reflected in the region generally with plans for growth moving ahead 
and GDP expected to continue to increase in the coming year,” said James Babb, partner and 
CFO Program Leader for Deloitte.  “This positive climate is being supported by strong spending 
on infrastructure development from the region’s governments, underpinned by resilient oil 
prices.” 

Strategies aimed at cost control have reduced in importance 

CFOs are now significantly less risk averse than any time in the past year. A net balance of 43% 
think now is a good time to take greater risk onto their balance sheets, compared to 36% in Q1 
2010 and 27% in Q3 2009.  Additionally, companies are not planning to reduce spending and in-
vestment as aggressively as they did in the previous quarters. 

Confidence in debt repayment ability 

The latest global CFO survey shows that CFOs have become much more positive about debt lev-
els and their debt repayment ability. Only a net balance of 29% of CFOs now think Middle East-
ern companies are overleveraged compared to 42% in Q1 2010. 

Despite a slight fall, bank borrowing continues to be the most attractive source of financing for 
CFOs. A net balance of 41% rate bank borrowing as attractive, compared to 28% for equity issu-
ance and 26% for corporate bond issuance. There has been a sharp rise in the attractiveness of 
the latter, increasing from net 10% to net 26%. 

A majority of the CFOs are planning to take on more debt. Two thirds of CFOs plan to raise finan-
cial leverage over the next 12 months and are likely to issue debt or arrange new facilities in the 
coming year. 

Market outlook - increase in M&A activity expected 

The majority of CFOs are positive on mergers and acquisitions (M&A) in the next 12 months, but 
this majority has shrunk since last year. 61% of CFOs now expect M&A activity to increase in the 
next 12 months, compared to 71% one year ago. Almost a quarter of respondents are consider-
ing M&A activity over the next 12 months, with 23% considering a strategic alliance and 21% 
considering a joint venture. 
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Major Win for UK and Jordanian PKF member firms 

The international Projects Group (IPG) of PKF (UK) LLP, has been 
awarded an EU-funded three-year €3.7 million technical assistance 
contract to provide institutional development and capacity building 
support to the State Audit and Administrative Control Bureau of the 
West Bank and Gaza. 

The Contract was won against stiff competition, including other ac-
countancy majors.  

The project will be undertaken by a consortium members from Sweden and Germany, and 
with regional experts provided by PKF ProGroup, the PKF member firm in Jordan. 

PKF ProGroup Jordan cooperates with Downtown Development and Investment 
Company 

PKF ProGroup was assigned by the Downtown Development and 
Investment Company based in Jordan to conduct a full feasibility 
study and business plan aiming at restructuring and improving 
the old downtown area in the center of the capital Amman. 

Relying on the fact that the downtown area in capital Amman 
lacks of most of the urban features especially when compared 
with some neighboring Arab countries or some European countries, the downtown develop-
ment and investment company targeted that area for improvement purposes in order to coin-
cide with the level of development in several aspects, which Jordan successfully reached dur-
ing the past few decades.  

The project proposed to construct modern commercial and residential units in addition to 
malls, hotels, restaurants, cafes, offices, public buildings and car parking lots. 

Based on that, PKF ProGroup conducted a full feasibility study covering the market, technical 
and financial aspects of the project through which the current existing projects in Amman 
were studied to provide clear comparison and analyze the viability of establishing such pro-
ject in addition to analyzing the costs and financial aspects of the project based on PKF Pro-

Group’s vast experience.  

The project was legally approved by Greater Am-
man Municipality under the condition of keeping 
and retaining Jordan’s most valuable assets; the 
old buildings remains since they represents the 
country’s genuineness. 

Continued...  

ProGroup—Updates 
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ProGroup Updates 

Regional Economic Cooperation and PKF Jordan 

Many experts could argue that one of the prosperous opportunities 
which are still unexploited in the Arab Region is the regional inte-
gration and cooperation. The  is still in a fragile state characteriz-
ing economic, and market integration between the various Arab 
countries. Trade Agreements and Memorandums are sometimes 
concluded between neighboring countries, yet the full latent op-
portunities for a broader, more encompassing cooperation are un-
tapped. PKF Jordan has undertaken an intensive Market Research and a Media Communication 
Plan to profoundly, and thoroughly analyze and diagnose the Exporting of Jordanian Businesses 
to a promising Arab market which offers lucrative, and vital opportunities. This study has ulti-
mately aimed at analyzing the viability, opportunities, threats, and hindrances attached to em-
barking on this venture. 

Despite this acknowledged state, as it can be recently seen, the image could be brighter and its 
dreariness could be alleviated when one takes into consideration the quickening pace of invest-
ments, initiatives, and projects which are being implemented by Arab Countries’ Governments 
and Large Business organizations possessing greater wealth than others. PKF Jordan views this 
project as a small, yet effective effort towards promoting positive interactions between some of 
the Arab Countries. The Study has revealed the magnanimous size of the opportunities which 
could be captured to strengthen, and bolster Arab World integration and Cooperation in terms 
of business, which may ultimately lead to resolving and lessoning the aggravated, tensed rela-
tions connecting several parts of the Arab World.  

 

Waste Recycling is Neglected! PKF Jordan participates in solutions. 

PKF Jordan pledges to partake in the realization of projects which foster preserving the environ-
ment and  protecting its natural resources. The formidable reputation which PKF Jordan has 
built on corners of integrity and objective, diligent analyses of business intricacies has paved 
the way for its winning tenders to perform Feasibility Studies, Market Researches, and Imple-
mentation Evaluation projects which are channeled in the direction of enhancing the surround-
ing environment. One such project was the Feasibility Study assessing the Construction of a 
Solid Waste Recycling Factory in the Maa’n Governorate South of Jordan. The execution of this 
project in this designated location was selected to gain the advantage of proximity of three 
governorates in the south by collecting and consolidating solid waste from Maan, Tafileh, and 
Aqaba to be then transported to the factory. The recycling operations planned for this plant will 
only be dedicated for paper, carton, and plastic waste materials. This project is aligned with the 
Government’s stringent, strict policies to utilize the accumulated waste materials and rectify 
poor waste collection practices to ensure durability and sustainability of these projects nation-
wide. This is a much needed policy and national project, since Jordan, reportedly, generates 
around 1,679,000 tons of solid waste per year which are wasted due to weak sorting and recy-
cling practices. 
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Successfully Launches a Mission‐Critical e‐Government 
Solution at the Drivers and Vehicles Licensing Department 
‐ Jordan 

In line with their direction to lead the way forward in implementing e-Government projects in 
Jordan, and in full support and sponsorship of the Ministry of Communications and Informa-
tion Technology; Savvytek successfully completed the eServices and Data Cleansing project 
at the Drivers and Vehicles Licensing Department in Jordan (DVLD), to record the first imple-
mentation of its size and nature in the Jordan e�Government Program.  

By completing this project, Savvytek have helped the DVLD accomplish their objectives of 
providing the most efficient One-Stop-Shop services, while applying the concepts of Business 
and Service Continuity. Savvytek partnered with the worldwide leading solution providers, 
Oracle and IBM, to fulfill the DVLD project.  

The project was launched at the beginning of the year to serve the citizens, serving an aver-
age of 15,000 transactions daily, countrywide. The project grand opening was conducted un-
der the patronage of His Excellency, Minister of Information and Communication Technology, 
Marwan Juma, who confirmed, in a press statement on the importance of the project in en-
hancing the leverage of resources and enabling the “One Stop Shop” concept. 

Mohammad Tahboub, President of Savvytek said “This project can be the seed for success in 
other e-Government tracks. Savvytek solution was built on Open-Standards and highest 
technology trends to allow for further scalability and integration with Government and Non-
Government related entities. In DVLD we employed our best resources and years of experi-
ence to implement a real Business Solution that is based on sound technology concepts.” 
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Individual Members Updates 

During the third quarter of 2010, I continued to provide 
consultancy services to international investors and busi-
nessmen visiting Ras Al Khaimah. Additionally, I chaired 
a session and contributed a working paper entitled: 
“Resource Based Economies: Strategies for Sustainable 
Industrialization” at the International Conference 
“Perspectives of Industrial Investment in the Gulf Coop-
eration Council Countries”, organized by the Department 
of Economic Development of Ras Al Khaimah Govern-
ment, from 6-8.11.2010. 

As far as  professional development is concerned, I took part 
in an executive course on “Transportation Modeling”, organized by the Swiss Federal Institute of Technol-
ogy - Lausanne (Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne), from 8-10.11.2010. Moreover, I participated 
in an executive course on “Developing and Marketing Free Zones based on Understanding of Investor De-
cision Making” organized by the IBM-Plant Location International (PLI), IBM Global Business Service, from 
31.10-1.11.2010.  

A contribution from our Full Member Mr. Sahel Al Rousan, PhD  

IMC-Jordan has completed the second phase of the “Partners in NGO Excellence” project. Three 
IMC-Jordan members, Mr. Mohammad Sartawi (Subject for certification: Financial Manage-
ment), Mr. Ra’ed Abu Al Afia and Mr. Laith Tseganoff (Subject for certification: Organizational 
Development/Human Resources Management) attended the training courses to fulfill the re-
quired criteria for the completion of the second phase. Following is a summary of some per-
sonal experience by Mr. Ra’ed Abu Al Afia: 

Among the top activities I consider as major accomplishments this year were attending three 
courses on adult learning. These courses, presented by Global Learning Partners (GLP), with 
distinguished facilitators Peter Noteboom and assistant Daniel Sharayha. These courses are 
funded by The Academy for Educational Development (AED) as part of the Jordan Civil Society 
Program (CSP.) 

IMC-Jordan was generous enough to contact me and notify me of the courses in order to enroll 
in them.  With guidance from myself and the executive director at IMC-Jordan, Reema Nasser , 
we discussed the possibility of going for the grant offered for competition by AED to IMC-Jordan 
if we joined efforts and completed the requested criteria. 

Part of what I do professionally, and on the personal level, is lecturing for various sectors and 
mostly adult learning. In addition to what I already practiced, these courses offer the topics, 
“Learn to Listen, Learn to Teach”, “Advanced Learning Design”, and “Learning Evaluation by 
Design.” 

IMC-Jordan presented more than just the opportunity, they also gave my partner and I the 
chance to practice what we’ve learned at the IMC-Jordan premises with the presence of AED 
auditors. 

All in all the experience was fruitful, and I can say that I am already implementing what I’ve 
learned through my currently running learning experiences. 

A contribution from our Full Member Mr. Ra’ed Abu Al Afia  
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Dr. Tareq Rasheed 2010 Achievements  

I have conducted several training courses, workshops and seminars with several 
governmental and private sectors in different countries in the world; namely Jordan, 
Syria, Libya, Sudan, Yemen, Egypt, Morocco, All Gulf regions, Italy, Singapore, Tur-
key, and U.K.  

The most important distinguished training included the following: 

• United Nations(ILO/Italy)….Change Management for Government and Private 
Institutions Course, held for several  trainees from different countries ( Nige-
ria, Cosovo, Zambia, South Africa, Albania, Vietnam, and other European countries) 

• Management  Development Institute of Singapore (MDIS)…..Leadership Workshops for top 
leaders of Ministry of Interior Affairs of Abu Dhabi……a one year program qualifying for 
Diploma in Leadership in cooperation with AQR (Association of qualitative Research/U.K.) 

• Abu Dhabi Water and Electricity Authority…..several training courses in cooperation with 
Seven cities Learning and Hult College of Business/U.K 

• Several training and teaching courses with Dubai University, King Suad University, and 
Sultan Qabos University 

• Several human resource development  and soft skills courses held with many companies 
(banks, insurance companies, industrial companies, government, …) 

Conference of “Jordan Quality Day 2010” 

The Jordan Academy for Quality Management (JAQM) held its 
quality conference of “Jordan Quality Day 2010” on 8th Decem-
ber 2010 under patronage of H. E. Minister of Industry and 
Trade Eng. Amer Alhadidi.  

The conference was held with the theme of “Economic Crisis 
and the Quality Culture” to draw the attention of the many in-
dustries,  ie. manufacturing, services, education, and health-
care to focus on quality and to move to the “Quality Culture” 
concept to strengthen their economic status.  

The conference stressed on the need to create and entrench 
the quality culture, and to start actions on transforming the quality to a culture in our industry.  

In his speech in the opening session, JAQM president Eng. Yousuf Alfarah stressed that the qual-
ity culture is the most important element that improves our exports, and by which we can protect 
our economy and contribute in its growth.  

Conference sessions focused on the proper design of the process and its proper implementation, 
and highlighted the need to improve both. However, it was shown practically that it is the proc-
ess that is mosly behind any cause of defect and not the people. Once it is fixed, the market 
share will improve and economic status will strengthen.   

The conference attendees valued this great opportunity to meet with the experts in quality and to 
share such important issues.  
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During the past 6 months, IMC-Jordan Executive office underwent several changes related to our 
staff; Yazan Ashkar and Maha Mousa both joined our team to be the new Project Coordinators 
working on the EU project. We welcome them on board and wish both the best of luck. 

On the other hand our Training Coordinator, Hani Al-Khatib left us to start a new career. 

IMC‐Jordan Staff News 

As a major part of our services portfolio to meet our mission, IMC-Jordan endeavors to continu-
ously provide updates on available opportunities to enable our members to develop their careers, 
and increase their chances in the world of business. Those could be in the form of the Al-Rai daily 
newspaper announcements, or through the requests received by the IMC-Jordan Executive office 
as a result of our networking and promotional activities. 

Over the past 6 months, we were able to send 144 announcements, those included 60 business 
opportunities from Al-Rai daily newspaper and from our networking and promotional activities; 
comprising of tenders, expressions of interest, and requests for proposals by governmental and 
non-governmental entities, along with free-lance consultants and trainers opportunities in Jordan 
and the region. 84 news items also found in Al-Rai daily newspaper and from our networking and 
promotional activities were sent, those included announcements to attend seminars and work-
shops along with news items related to our members’ activities and latest updates. 

We hope our members are gaining from these opportunities, as their benefit will always be our 
motive. 

Workshops Held by IMC‐Jordan 

A Human Resource management course was held on November 1, 2010-November 4, 2010 at 
the IMC-Jordan premises. The four day course was given by Mr. Raed Abul Afieh. The partici-
pants gave excellent reviews of the course in their evaluation, expressing the efficient way in 
which the material was delivered. They also praised the manner in which the course was man-
aged, showing organization and the presence of a friendly learning atmosphere. 

This was the 5th course given in 2010, which was much less than usual, but expected due to the 
current economic situation affecting the whole world and hope that 2011 will be a much better 
year for all. 

IDA‐CSP Workshop 

IMC-Jordan had the privilege to attend and participate in an Institutional Development Assess-
ment (IDA) workshop given by the Academy for Educational Development (AED) under the Civil 
Society Program m funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID/
Jordan). 

The main purpose of the two-day workshop was to introduce a tool that can be taken and used 
to assess and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses within an institute which allows manage-
ment to determine the procedures that need to occur in order to develop a plan to improve the 
institute and assist it in growth. 

Business Opportunities 
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IMC‐Jordan In The Press 



Phone:+962 6 5530856 
Fax: +962 6 5530858 
E-mail: info@imc.com.jo 

Address 
Al Madina Al Monawara street. 
Toys lands building, number 241 
Office 404 

• The chance to have well estab-
lished links / relationships with lo-
cal and foreign agencies along with 
a well considered reputation and 
image. 

• The only place to gain your (CMC) 
certification, being the only inter-
nationally accredited IMC in the 
Arab world. 

• A place where distinguished, nota-
ble and diversely experienced 
members interact. 

 

Therefore, by joining us, you will gain 
local, national and international recog-
nition and exposure, as IMC-Jordan is 
recognized as a significant national 
institute and is the only member of 
ICMCI in the Arab world. 

We are on the web 

www.imc.com.jo 

 

IMC-Jordan, established in 1995, is a private 
not-for-profit association concerned with or-
ganizing and upgrading the management 
consulting and training professions, Training 
of management consultants and certifying 
eligible members to the Certified Manage-
ment Consultant (CMC) designation. By join-
ing ICMCI, IMC-Jordan got recognition for its 
CMC certification program. 
 

Vision 
To achieve excellence in management con-
sulting and training for the best interest of 
its clients, consultants and trainers in order 
to contribute to the development of 

Jordanian economy. 
 

Mission 
IMC-Jordan is a private not-for-profit profes-
sional association that aims to effectively 
represent, promote, and advance the Jorda-
nian management consulting profession and 
training professionals to the best interest of 
their clients in Jordan and abroad, through 
various activities including certification pro-
grams, training, networking, regulating, es-
tablishing standards, guidance and creating 
database. 
 

IMC‐Jordan Resources 
Financial resources of IMC-Jordan consist 
primarily of membership and subscription 
fees, donations, grants and assistance in ac-
cordance with the law, in addition to other 
resources approved by the Board of Direc-
tors. 

About IMC‐Jordan How to contact us 

Why IMC‐Jordan? 

http://www.imc.com.jo/�
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